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Are you a music lover and looking for a supersonic system that entertains you while driving? If yes then, here are the best 6X9 speakers for bass without amp. A sound system plays a crucial role in making music sound good. Photo Credit By: Aaron Yoo  An automobile becomes an important part of everyone’s life. A
good sound system in your vehicle you might consider a smart investment. It keeps you away from boring. Excellent 6×9 Speakers: Top Pick  You can spend your journey time or driving time by enjoying the music. A good car stereo is a good choice for making your ride more pleasant and joyful. 10 Best 6×9 Speakers for
Bass without Amp Review While getting speakers, it is difficult to compromise on quality. How to know the quality factors of the sound system? To make it easy, we are helping you out and provide the 10 best product reviews for car sound. All included products are the best in their class and assist you in making a sound
decision. 01. JBL GTO939 Series 6×9″ 300W 3 Way Black Car Coaxial Audio Speakers JBL GTO939 Car Speaker Stereo is one of the most JBL’s top techs. It’s one cone-shaped woofer that has a wide area than its substitutes. It is a composite of MY-ti tweeters that offer top-notch tech. Capable of handling increased
power, lowering distortion, provide greater performance and efficiency. You can drive it by any head unit. Moreover, it uses a My-Ti super tweeter that delivers every last tone. JBL GTO939 comes with standard packaging. The size of this stereo is 6″ x 9″ with a pair of the three-way loudspeaker. Other items included one
woofer cone that is surrounded by rubber. Moreover, adaptable My-Ti tweeter and super tweeter are also part of its packaging. These are capable of handling 300 Watts peak power. This car stereo has 2-ohm impedance sensitivity. These speakers are woofer type, come with a weight of 2 kilograms and 3-inch mounting
depth. Speakers Quality While getting speakers, the quality of the speakers is a crucial factor that you couldn’t compromise. There are some tests that JBL performs on these speakers to ensure quality. A total of 500 hours of environmental tests performed on that. The stereo put under temperatures varying between -35°
C and +90° C. Moreover, these are also tested in more than 90% air humidity for more than 200 hours. Additionally, these speakers are also tested under UV light rays for more than 155 hours. Woofer and Tweeter Transition JBL GTO938 uses the advanced technology of a built-in crossover network. It posses both high
and low bass filters. This enables it to create a smooth transition between tweeter and woofer. This feature generates a real and natural sound. Performance JBL GTO938 speakers employ a low impedance voice coil. This makes your amplifier more powerful and provides a high degree of performance. This stereo
product is compatible with driving both the 4-ohm load and 2-ohm load. It indicates that whenever you want to alter head units, it is possible. Usually, it compasses a 2-ohm load. Installation JBL GTO938 speakers are easy to install without using any specific or special tool. You can easily install these speakers into any
built-in 6” x 9” location.   Pros Great sound quality No amp is required Deep bass Clean and crisp Cons 02. Kicker D-Series 6×9 360 Watt 3-Way Car Audio Coaxial Speakers KICKER designed this stereo comes under its D series. The measuring dimensions of this stereo are 2.76” x 2.76” x 7.48”. The weight of this
sound system is 7.920 lbs. The bottom or surface mount depth of this system is 3-3 inches. Moreover, it has a mounting hole diameter of 5-5/8 x 8-7/16 inches. Also, its top-mount depth is 1/2” in size. These speakers are woofer type and come with 6 x 9” in size. It also requires a 1AA battery. 43DSC69304 car speakers
have a 3-way speaker design. This system uses zero protrusion PEI tweeters that offer top-notch tech. The PEI tweeter enables this sound system to handle the increased power and reduced distortion. It also increases the efficiency and performance of this stereo. This provides you the supreme quality of the sound of
every bit. Moreover, you could get sound clarity without interfering with factory fences or grilles. Speakers Quality A steel skeleton supports a ribbed that is surrounded by the UV treated foam. Also, its cone surrounds by powerful and strong polypropylene with EVC technology. The extended voice coil tech provides you
best voice quality. Kicker 43DSC69304 Car Speakers encompasses an amplifier to increase the volume and quality of the speaker. Woofer and Tweeter Transition Kicker 43DSC69304 Car Speakers uses the advanced technology of a built-in crossover network. It posses both high and low bass filters. This enables it to
create a smooth transition between tweeter and woofer. This feature generates a real and natural sound. Performance Kicker 43DSC69304 speakers employ a low impedance voice coil. This makes your amplifier more powerful and provides a high degree of performance. This stereo product is compatible with driving a
4-ohm load. Installation Kicker 43DSC69304 sound system is easy to install without using any specific or special tool. You can easily install these speakers into any built-in 6” x 9” location. Peak Power This sound system consumes 360 watts. Amplifier Power Its recommended amplifier power is 90 watts RMSS.
Frequency Response The frequency response of this sound system is 30-20k Hz. Pros Very Crisp sound Very clean sound Deep bass Less Distortion Cons 03. JBL 9603 6″ x 9″, W420, 3-Way Car Audio Speakers JBL designed and manufacture this car stereo and is one of the best products of it. The measuring
dimensions of this stereo are 10” x 5” x 5”. The weight of this sound system is 5 lbs. It comes with a top-mount depth of 3-1/8 inches. These speakers are woofer type and come with 6 x 9” in size. It also requires a 1amp 12 Volt battery. JBL 9603Car Speaker has a 3-way speaker design. Moreover, it is a Primus Series
Coaxial Car sound system. This system uses a textile dome tweeter and piezo super tweeter that offer top-notch tech. The piezo super tweeter enables this sound system to handle the increased power and reduced distortion. It also increases the efficiency and performance of this stereo. This provides you the supreme
quality of the sound of every bit. Plus One+ Technology Plus One+ woofer design extends the cone right up to the frame, which provides you more surface area. A bigger cone ensures more bass to your music. Peak Power This sound system is capable of handling 420 watts. Amplifier Power Its recommended amplifier
power is 140 watts RMS. Frequency Response The frequency response of this sound system is 46-21k Hz. Speakers Quality While getting speakers, the quality of the speakers is a crucial factor that you couldn’t compromise. The frame of this JBL stereo is surrounded by the UV treated rubber. Also, its cone surrounds
by powerful and strong polypropylene with plus one+ technology. The extended voice coil tech provides you best voice quality. Performance JBL 9603 car speakers employ a low impedance voice coil. This makes your amplifier more powerful and provides a high degree of performance. This stereo product is compatible
with driving a 2.75-ohm load. Installation JBL 9603 sound system is easy to install without using any specific or special tool. You can easily install these speakers into any built-in 6” x 9” location. Pros Sound Clarity Fits rapidly Deep bass Less distortion Cons 04. JVC CS- 6×9 3 Way 400W Coaxial Car Speakers JVC
designed and manufacture this car stereo and comes in black color. The measuring dimensions of this stereo are 10 x 7.3” x 4.3”. The weight of this sound system is 4.4 lbs. It comes with a top-mount depth of 3 inches. These speakers are Mica cone woofer and come with 6 x 9” in size. JVC CS-J6930 Car Speakers has
a 3-way speaker design. Moreover, it is a J Series Coaxial Car sound system. This system uses a Polyetherimide balanced dome tweeter that offers top-notch tech. The dome tweeter enables this sound system to handle the increased power and reduced distortion. It also increases the efficiency and performance of this
stereo. This provides you the supreme quality of the sound of every bit. Peak Power This sound system is capable of handling 400 watts. Amplifier Power Its recommended amplifier power is 45 watts RMS. Frequency Response The frequency response of this sound system is 30-22k Hz. Performance JVC CS-J6930car
speakers employ a low impedance voice coil. This makes your amplifier more powerful and provides a high degree of performance. This stereo product is compatible with driving a 4-ohm load. Installation The Infinity PR9613IS sound system is easy to install without using any specific or special tool. You can easily install
these speakers into any built-in 6” x 9” location. Pros Clean Sound Lightweight More Highs Reliable Cons Box-up without mounting hardware 05. Kenwood KFC 6.5″ 300W 2-Way 6×9 400W 3-Way Car Speakers Kenwood presents super-sonic sports series car stereo speakers KFC-6965S. The measuring dimensions of
this stereo are 15” x 12” x 5.5”. The weight of this sound system is 4.74 lbs. The cutout dimensions of this system are 6-1/16, 8-3/4 inch. Moreover, the top-mount depth of this model is 3”. These speakers come with 6 x 9” in size. KFC-6965S is a 3-way car coaxial speaker. This system uses 2 balanced dome tweeters.
The dome tweeter enables this sound system to handle the increased power and reduced distortion. The tweeter helps in increasing the efficiency and performance of this stereo. This provides you superior sound. Peak Power This sound system is capable of handling 400 watts. Amplifier Power Its recommended
amplifier power is 45 watts RMS. Frequency Response The frequency response of this sound system is 30-22k Hz. Performance: KFC-6965S car speakers employ a low impedance voice coil. This makes your amplifier more powerful and provides high performance. This stereo product is compatible with driving a 4-ohm
load. Installation KFC-6965S sound system is easy to install without using any specific or special tool. You can easily install these speakers into any built-in 6” x 9” location. Speakers Quality Speaker’s quality matters a lot while purchasing, and you couldn’t compromise on this factor. The frame of this Kenwood stereo is
surrounded by the steel black basket. Its poly carbon cone surrounds the cloth. Pros Decent quality Improved sound quality Economical Speaker Lightweight Cons 06. Pyle 6” x 5”, 3 Way Sound Speaker Pyle designed this outdoor stereo comes under its Hydra series speakers. The measuring dimensions of this stereo
are 10.9” x 9.7” x 8.4”. The weight of this sound system is 4 lbs. The bottom or surface mount depth of this system is 3.45 inches. Moreover, its cut-out ellipse size is 6.06” x 8.98”.This speaker comes with a marine-grade weather structure and 6” x 5” in size. Pyle PL683BL marine speakers are 3-way dual cone speakers.
This system uses Neodymium Dome tweeters with 0.5” in size and produces super sound quality. This sound system is protected with a rust-proof net. It covers this from the elements. The tweeter enables this sound system to handle the increased power and reduced distortion. It also increases the efficiency and
performance of this stereo. This provides you the supreme quality of the sound of every bit. Moreover, a built-in molded grille is also attached to protect against the elements. This helps you could get sound clarity. Speakers Quality The frame of the Pyle PL683BL speakers is made up of superior quality poly carbon
cones. Moreover, the rubber surrounds it. These poly cones are capable of weather resistance and best for the marine environment. A molded ABS basket made up of plastic is also attached to it and makes sound distortion-free. An extended voice coil also used that is 1.5” in size. This coil helps in producing the best
voice quality so that you can enjoy the music. Performance PL683BL speakers employ a low impedance voice coil. This makes your amplifier more powerful and provides a high degree of performance. This stereo product is compatible with driving a 4-ohm load. Peak Power This sound system consumes 360 watts.
Amplifier Power Its recommended amplifier power is 180 watts RMS. Frequency Response The frequency response of this sound system is 55-20k Hz. Circuit magnet It has a 40 Oz circuit magnet that makes it a complete stereo speaker system. Installation This system is easy to install. It has a feature of universal
standard OEM replacement size. Pros Low profile design Great Sound quality Completely waterproof Survive in all weathers Cons 07. Sony 6×9 4-Way Car Audio Speakers Sony presents super-sonic car stereo speakers XSR6946. The measuring dimensions of this stereo are 12” x 6” x 3”. The weight of this sound
system is 5 lbs. The cutout dimensions of this sound system are 8-3/4 x 8-3/4”. Moreover, the top-mount depth of this model is 2-7/8”.These speakers come with 6 x 9” in size and 4-way car speakers. These speakers are woofer type and use Mica injected Polypropylene composition. Woofer surrounds with the treated
cloth.  This system uses 2 balanced Piezo dome tweeters. The dome tweeters are composed of PEI material. It enables this sound system to handle the increased power and reduced distortion. The tweeter helps in increasing the efficiency and performance of this stereo. This provides you superior sound. Peak Power
This sound system is capable of handling 460 watts. Amplifier Power Its recommended amplifier power is 55 watts RMS. Frequency Response The frequency response of this sound system is 55-22k Hz. Performance Sony XSR6946 car speakers employ a low impedance voice coil. This makes your amplifier more
powerful and provides high performance. This stereo product is compatible with driving a 4-ohm load. Installation Sony XSR6946 sound system is easy to install without using any specific or special tool. You can easily install these speakers into any built-in 6” x 9” location. Pros Flexible Clean and clear sound Great highs
quality Deep bass Cons 08. Rockford R169X2 6 x 9 Inches Full Range Coaxial Speaker Rockford designed this stereo and is called Bio coax speakers. If you searching for an entry-level car sound system then, CT Sound QTY: 2 Bio is a great choice for you. The measuring dimensions of this stereo are 13.62” x 9.45” x
7.48”. The weight of this sound system is 4.17 lbs. The bottom or surface mount depth of this system is 2.8 inches. Moreover, its cutout diameter is 8.7”. Also, its top-mount depth is 1/2” in size. These speakers are woofer type and come with 6 x 9” in size. A CT Sound bio coax speaker has a 2-way speaker design. This
system uses 2 silk dome tweeters that offer top-notch tech. It uses Y30 Ferrite Magnet and weighs 21 Oz. The tweeter enables this sound system to handle the increased power and reduced distortion. It also increases the efficiency and performance of this stereo. This provides you the supreme quality of the sound of
every bit. Moreover, you could get sound clarity without interfering with factory fences or grilles. Speakers Quality Each speaker comes with a black steel stamp basket. Also, its cone surrounds with powerful and strong polypropylene with rubber. The extended voice coil tech provides you best voice quality. Woofer and
tweeter Transition Rockford Bio coax car speakers uses the advanced technology of a built-in crossover network. It posses both high and low bass filters. This enables it to create a smooth transition between tweeter and woofer. This feature generates a real and natural sound. Performance CT Sound employs a low
impedance voice coil. This makes your amplifier more powerful and provides a high degree of performance. This stereo product is compatible with driving a 4-ohm load. Installation Kicker R169X2 sound system is easy to install without using any specific or special tool. You can easily install these speakers into any built-
in 6” x 9” location. Peak Power This sound system consumes 160 watts. Amplifier Power Its recommended amplifier power is 40 watts RMSS. Frequency Response The frequency response of this sound system is 40-20k Hz. Pros Reliable Long-Lasting Great Sound quality Great high Cons 09. BOSS Audio 6.5 Inch Car
Speakers BOSS designed CH6530 Car Speakers. The measuring dimensions of this stereo are 11.5” x 10.51” x 9.02”. The weight of this sound system is 5.44 lbs. These speakers are woofer type and come with 6 x 5” in size. A BOSS CH6530 speaker system has a 3-way speaker design. This system uses 2 soft dome
diaphragm midrange tweeters that offer top-notch tech. The tweeter enables this sound system to handle the increased power and reduced distortion. It also increases the efficiency and performance of this stereo. This provides you the supreme quality of the sound of every bit. Moreover, you could get sound clarity
without interfering with factory fences or grilles. Speakers Quality Each speaker comes with a carbon graphite IMPP. Also, its cone surrounds the elastic polymer. The extended voice coil tech provides you best voice quality. Performance BOSS employs a low impedance voice coil. This makes your amplifier more
powerful and provides a high degree of performance. This stereo product is compatible with driving a 4-ohm load. Installation Kicker 43DSC69304 sound system is easy to install without using any specific or special tool. You can easily install these speakers into any built-in 6” x 5” location. Peak Power This sound system
consumes 300 watts. Amplifier Power Its recommended amplifier power is 115watts RMSS. Pros Reliable Long-Lasting Great Sound quality Super upper and lower range 10. Rockford Fosgate Punch 6″x8″ 3-Way Full Range Speaker Rockford Fosgate presents super-sonic car stereo speakers P1683. The measuring
dimensions of this stereo are 41.15 cm x 31.75 cm x 26.67 cm. The weight of this sound system is 3.74 kg. This sound system comes with a cutout diameter of 6-1/16, 8-3/4 inch. Moreover, the top-mount depth of this model is 3”. These speakers come with 6 x 8” in size. P1683 is a 3-way car coaxial speaker. This
system uses 2 balanced dome tweeters and a .5” ceramic super-tweeter. The dome tweeter and super tweeter enables this sound system to handle the increased power and reduced distortion. The tweeter helps in increasing the efficiency and performance of this stereo. This provides you superior sound. Peak Power
This sound system is capable of handling 180 watts. Amplifier Power Its recommended amplifier power is 90 watts RMS. Frequency Response The frequency response of this sound system is 30-22k Hz. Performance P1683 car speakers employ a low impedance voice coil. This makes your amplifier more powerful and
provides high performance. This stereo product is compatible with driving a 4-ohm load. Installation P1683 sound system is easy to install without using any specific or special tool. You can easily install these speakers into any built-in 6” x 8” location. Speakers Quality Speaker’s quality matters a lot while purchasing and
you couldn’t compromise on this factor. The frame of this Rockford Fosgate stereo is surrounded by the steel black basket. Its polypropylene mid-woofer surround with the treated cloth. Pros Decent quality Improved sound quality Economical Speaker Lightweight Cons Buying Considerations of Best Car Speakers for
Bass without Subwoofer You may found that most cars are factory-installed with low-quality speakers. To bump up the sound system you need to upgrade the stereo system. Replacing with a great sound system requires you some useful information. To make a better choice in this regard below is mentioned a detailed
buying guide. This guide will help you to make a sound decision to get a better sound system of your choice. Moreover, it contains all the detailed information that you need to take the decision. The Material of Speaker While getting speaker quality of the material does matter a lot. The qualitative material itself shows the
sound quality and durability of the sound system. A sound system contains different components and requires various types of material to produce. Woofer stuff can be lightweight and rigid and comes in two forms. Its 1st form is produced from woven fabrics along with light metal. This form posses durability. The second
form is produced from synthetic films. This is mixed with crystalline coatings. This form produces accurate bass. Like speakers, woofer and tweeters are used to produces a louder sound. The material used by the tweeter and woofer are given below Tweeter Material The best materials used in making tweeters included
silk and polyurethane to produce smooth sound. Moreover, for brighter high, graphite, metal, and ceramics are also used. Woofer Material The best materials used in making woofers included polypropylene. This is best for bass. Additionally, it also uses metal-coated synthetics and fabrics. Surround Material The material
used for this purpose included rubber. UV treated cloth and rubber are also used. Power Consumption The measurement unit of power is watt. A speaker that capable of handling more power can produce high volume. This factor also plays a vital role in producing quality in the sound. Regarding the speaker power
consumption, RMS is an important factor. This enables the speaker to produce quality in the sound. Sensitivity The measuring unit of sensitivity in decibels (dB). Over 90 dB speakers require less power. Impedance The measuring unit of impedance is the ohm. Higher impedance requires more power to balance the
volume level. Low impedance speakers are more useful. Size 6X9” is a standard size for speakers used in cars. There are other size factors including Top-mount depth, bottom- mount depth, cut-out diameter, and so on.  Speaker Type There come two types of speakers Coaxial Speakers It produces less quality than that
of component speakers. A coaxial speaker has typical audio clarity. This type of sound system includes all components in a single unit. (woofer, tweeter). This type of sound system is easy to install. It is a good replacement for the built-in speakers in your car. It produces high range sound with enhanced quality.
Component Speakers This type of speaker produces the best sound quality. A Component speaker includes individual components such that woofer, crossovers, and tweeters to form a complete sound system. It is difficult to install. Using component speakers you always need an external amplifier. 2-Way Speakers A
two-way speaker contains only a woofer and tweeter. 3-Way Speakers A three-way speaker contains the same components as a two-way speaker with an additional tweeter Frequently Asked Questions (F.A.Q.s) of Best 6×9 Speakers for Bass with Amp  Q: What is power handling? A: All car sound systems require an
amp or receiver to handle the power. There are two power ratings that speakers use peak and RMS. For the excellent performance of the speaker power source level and speaker recommended range RMS must be matched. Q: What is the cost difference between full range and component speakers? A: Full range or
coaxial speakers are less expensive than component speakers.  Q: Can 6X9 speakers provide enough bass? A: A 6X9 speaker can provide powerful bass. But if you want bass as much power that will rattle the windows. Then you require to add an external amplifier.   Q: What the speaker driver meant by? A: A speaker
driver is anything that emits sound. Such speakers, woofer, tweeters, and super-tweeter. Q: Will any 6×9 speaker fit a car? A: Regarding the size, a 6X9” speaker can perfectly fit in your car. Moreover, the biggest issue in a 6×9 speaker is mounting depth for some smaller compact cars. So check before using it in case of
smaller cars.  Q: What is the difference between component and coaxial speakers? A: A coaxial speaker includes all component are enclosed to form a single unit sound system. On the other hand, the component speaker includes individual or separate speaker parts. Such that woofer and tweeter. What Does JBL Stand
for JBL stands for James Bullough Lansing. JBL is renowned to all those who love music. They always come up with a monster-level audio experience. Besides, this speaker will shake one’s mind and directly knock their eardrums. People don’t only listen to music; it will penetrate deep into the soul. Keep on reading if
one wants to know an easy way to connect it. No matter where one wants a party to commence, either indoors or outdoors, a JBL speaker got it covered. They have a waterproof and dustproof design that will give a fantastic experience for pool parties as well. Parties are fancy and funky, so are JBL speakers. Lush
silicone jacketed design comes in black, blue, red, Teal, and camo color. The logo of JBL is all about making an impression. Conduct a meeting with style and clear sound as JBL speakers offer an Echo canceling feature. JBL speakers provide incredible services at low prices. Noise-canceling and echo removal is
another characteristic for crisp phone calls. Just connect it to a phone or a device that one is using to call with, like a laptop or smartwatch. Partying is not possible without boosting music and late at night. If people hit a correct thing to buy, they for sure will get many other things got less from a shopping list. Does it hit
mind how a speaker with such diversity can perform without battery drainage? JBL designed a speaker with long battery life. They come with a built-in power bank. Once someone properly charges a speaker, it is good to go for an overnight party. Not only this, people change a phone through it as well, while music is
playing. How to Connect Jbl Bluetooth Speaker to Your Phone Bluetooth devices work in companionship, hardware, and software, where hardware sends signal and software fulfills a command. Mobile phones are not only to make calls these days; they are for operations. Mobile phones equipped with Bluetooth, JBL
speakers can connect to a phone and be functional in a blink of an eye. There are few steps that will help in connecting to JBL speakers to one’s phone easily. All one has to do is to follow these easy steps: Step#1 Connect It to Tour Phone Turn on the JBL speaker and mobile Bluetooth Add a JBL speaker to any
Bluetooth connection Step # 2 Play Music Turn on music on whatever app one uses to play music. Check if the sound is coming from the speaker properly. Suppose someone is looking for a mini home theatre setup. But not ready to get humungous speakers in a small home space. No one these days wants to carry
large stereo systems. People can enhance the music experience by simply connecting two speakers. How will they do it? Step # 3 Connect Multiple JBL Speaker Connect button is present somewhere on a speaker. Press it Play music on your mobile music app Check sound is coming from the speaker Step# 4 Wait for
30 Seconds Connecting JBL speaker hardly takes 30 seconds for both speakers to get connected. Wait, and once they get hooked, music will be flowing from both speakers. Here, we have a professional music setup but in a minimum space. Also, one has to control it with a mobile phone. Step # 5 Disconnect Turn off
connect button or switch off the speaker directly. Besides, it will help in connecting a speaker to a phone fastly. How to Have Speakers and Headphones on at The Same Time Are you looking for a perfect soundscape? And don’t want to get lost in speaker sound and looking for ways to connect it to a Bluetooth hands-
free as well! Grab a Bluetooth hands-free and JBL speaker. Connect it to a phone laptop or Bluetooth adapter as we are telling below: On Laptop Have you ever heard about a Master-slave relationship? That’s how multiple Bluetooth connections work. Moreover, one can connect the laptop to seven Bluetooth devices at
one time. A computer will act as a Master. Which gives an action order to the slave according to which connected devices perform. When multiple devices connect to Bluetooth, it is called Piconet. Furthermore, some people can connect a laptop to connect to both. A JBL speaker and Bluetooth hands-free when a laptop
can command both to operate. Bluetooth Adapter If people want to use a JBL speaker and Bluetooth hands-free works simultaneously, they need to add a Bluetooth adapter. This adapter directly connects to the laptop port. For using it, one might have to install software and are good to go. Furthermore, this Bluetooth
adapter works as an audio splitter, and both of Bluetooth devices will work correctly. Using The Mobile Phone to Connect Bluetooth Hands-free and Speaker If mobile is running in EMUI6.0 or later, someone can connect multiple audio devices. But first, one has to make changes in the setting for connecting two or more
Bluetooth audio devices. Below is a step-wise instruction to help in any connection problem. 1. Go to Settings Select ABOUT PHONE 2. Press BUILD Number seven continuous times 3. If it requires a password put the password 4. “You are now a developer” will be displayed 5. Go back to System Screen 6. Go to the
Developer option 7. Select maximum connected Bluetooth audio devices, set a number of devices as per need 8. Restart the phone, and you will be all set to use three Bluetooth-connected devices at one moment. Moreover, people can switch between hands-free and Bluetooth If a mobile phone is running on EMUI
8.0x, one can connect to more than one audio device at the moment. Not only this, but you will be able to choose between connected devices to play music. But if a phone is running below EMUI 8.0x, someone can still connect it to more than one Bluetooth device. In this case, only one audio device will work at a time.
Multiple Bluetooth devices mean one audio device. Also, it includes other Bluetooth devices like Bluetooth mouse, printers, and scanners.  What are The Best 6×9 Speakers Selecting the finest speakers for your car is quite a challenging decision, of course. You are having such a wide range of options. Wanting to
upgrade your speakers but can’t find the perfect one for your car. This article is for you. Hence here we are going to discuss what are the best 6×9 speakers. Thus, a vast range of best 6 × 9 speakers are compiled for you to make your choice easier. Rockford Fosgate Prime Perfect alternates for your factory 6×9
speakers are Fosgate Prime. 3-way, full-range coaxial speakers. Featuring 4-ohm, 3-way speakers with an incorporated tweeter crossover and can handle 65w RMS and 130w peak. Moreover, with polypropylene cones and a silk dome Piezo tweeter, Fosgate Prime is a great factory replacement if your car stereo needs
an update. Infinity Reference The device comes with lots of captivating speakers. Propylene woofer cones with high rubber surrounds are just what you find in a speaker. Furthermore, the product includes some more exciting features like 3-ohm impedance, 94 dB sensitivity, and much more. Kicker-D Series Kicker’s-D
series is much popular in the car industry. Indeed, it includes many outstanding features which are perfect for your car. The device is a 3-way coaxial speaker having a power range of 6W to 90W RMS and 360W peak. Frequency ranging is from 30-20,000 Hz and impedance of 4ohms. The above mentioned were the
three best car stereo speakers we gathered for your convenience. Characterized feature-wise, some of the 6×9 speakers were discussed above. Definitely, selecting the best one is quite a time taking. I hope our research was helpful.  Do I Need an Amp for 6×9 Speakers The best speakers to install in a car would be 6×9
inches speakers. Now the question is, do i need an amp for 6×9 speakers ? For instance, some stereo does not support those speakers who need more power than the stock speakers to complete tasks correctly.  Generally, 6×9 speakers are much sophisticated than you can think of. Moreover, they are compatible with
almost every good stereo player. Thus many people spend hundreds of dollars to install a pair of good speakers and a subwoofer. So that they do not run on a classic stereo player. A separate amplifier is installed to support the output power for the setup. Technology has modernized now. No need to install so much
equipment for only good quality music is required. If you only need an excellent, high-quality sound with good bass and treble, don’t invest your money on extravagant items. You only need to buy a pair of 6×9 inches speakers, and you are all set. In general 6×9 speakers are manufactured by several companies.
Furthermore, it includes all kinds of features one can probably wish for. Moreover, the device contains high-quality sound and a large-sized coil. In addition to no extra power needed and can be installed anywhere in your car promptly. As discussed earlier, speakers are compatible with any kind of car stereo. Always
double-check your need for an amplifier. To sum up, one doesn’t need an amplifier if owning high-quality 6×9 speakers. Money will just be wasted and can be invested in a more suitable product. How to Put 6×9 Speakers in a 6in Speaker Door Unquestionably, size measurements indicated on the speaker are related to
the diagonal measurement of the installed frame as well as whole alignment. Therefore, measurements are not only about the diameter of the cone or cutout diameter. Similarly, the actual size of the car speaker depends on a manufacturer’s design. Hence, if you are thinking of how to put 6×9 speakers in a 6in speaker
door? We are providing here complete detail about it. For instance, Rockford Fosgate P1694 may not be precisely equal to Pioneer TS-A6996R. Even both of them are 6X9 speakers. Without a doubt, measurements are close to 6″ but not exactly 6″. They are leading us to the importance of taking an actual measurement
of the speaker before installation. For this reason, there are professional car speaker installers. However, who can customize the available space to accommodate the speaker size of your choice? Consider the maximum box size for a speaker you shopped for. Indeed, a professional installer can offer great help in
deciding how big the box should be and create a perfect size just for you. Small speakers are a good option for high frequencies and rapid changes in frequencies. Massive speakers are more efficient at producing low frequencies. Obviously, that can’t be ignored; a poorly made speaker will produce poor sound
regardless of its customized size. Apart from this, please pay attention to the speakers’ structure and the materials used to make it efficient and unbeatable. In general, one can’t afford the risk of damaging such high-quality speakers. To be safe from different sorts of consequences, it is better to do research before
installation. Try to read the installation manual. If not, hire a professional to do so. Furthermore, don’t try to force speakers where they cannot fit. In this case, lack of guidance can produce a massive failure. Even the car’s body can also be disturbed.   How to Install 6×9 Speakers Rear Deck The installation process is not
always straightforward and simple enough to be conducted by you. In order to do so, you will need quite comprehensive tools and equipment. Looking at users’ interest, we are providing a solution here on How to install 6×9 speakers rear deck? Other than speakers, you will need a cutout template for speakers, a small
cutting tool such as a Dremel, 2-3 metal cutting wheels, and a grinding wheel attachment. Moreover, you’ll need a drill, mounting screws, any gasket material, a marker, and a medium flathead screwdriver. You could need a few tools for your own safety as well during the process as a precaution, such as safety glasses
and ear protection. As this is a sophisticated process, one needs to really careful. Your own safety is most important. Firstly, you should take out the original speakers your car came with. For this, you have to discard the factory speaker grill first.  Once speakers have been effectively removed, you will have to formulate a
rear deck for installing brand new 6×9 speakers. Secondly, cut out the hole, and place the metal piece against the template for any further trimming. Using a small cutting tool, Dremel can leave sharp edges in the spot, which can be dangerous. Grinding down is a good idea to go for in order to create an even and smooth
surface. The hole is ready for placing the 6×9 speaker right now. Since the customized hole is ready, you can now install a 6×9 speaker to stay in place accordingly. Lastly, when you know the speaker has fitted conveniently, wrap a portion of extra metal that touches the speaker with your gasket material so that it is
between speaker and metal. Make some final adjustments, and your rear speaker is ready. Travel along with super loud and clear volume. Enjoy your picnics and holidays.  What are The Best 6×9 Speakers without Amp Undoubtedly enjoying your driving moments might mean replacing factory speakers with 6×9 car
speakers to revitalize your sound system. Especially to feel the strong base notes, 6×9 speakers are the way to go for anyone to maintain a sound system. Particularly that delivers music without limitation. Although there is variety in the markets, and choosing may be difficult. But no worries, below are a list of 6×9
speakers and a simple guide on choosing the best. Hence, there will eventually lead you to why Hertz HCX 690 is the best 6×9 car speaker. Can You Run 6×9 without an Amp A powerful man can only achieve by holding a triangular position: Whereas a perfect sphere is always perfect, but it is therefore unattainable
since it cannot reach. Let’s suppose you draw an imaginary line that runs through your head, passing through your ears and then perpendicular to your line of sight. Even so, try to find a method of stretching your forehead out so that it’s parallel to the perpendicular to the axis that extends from your forehead and when
you expand. As a result, users will be unable to say where the sound originates. Thus, it’s in an ideal location with no echoes, but this still has nothing to do with perfect silence. Do 6×9 Speakers Sound Better in a Box Without a doubt, a subwoofer is not required to enhance many vehicles’ bass output. Hence only the
sportier or more expensive cars in the back have six-inch speakers that provide additional reinforcement. As a result, allow for the continued use of a pushchair or backpack, even if the user does not want the bottom end-heavy thump. Indeed users would typically get from a bass. Aftermarket speakers tend to be well-
suited for delivering good quality but can be built with significantly more emphasis on the lower-end frequency range. As the surface area of an 8-inch loudspeaker’s cone is equivalent to 8 square footage, it can have the same range. However, it’s common knowledge that using cheap 6×9 speakers will result in no
improvement in sound quality. Regardless of what you do; therefore, a user may need to replace the factory stock speakers with JBL ones if you notice an improvement. What is The Loudest 6×9 Speaker Whether anyone likes to listen to loud or soft music, users will notice an immediate difference in the sound of your
car stereo. Generally, using a quality pair of speakers, even when the bass and treble levels are toned down. Your favorite tracks’ sound will be powerful, and new details extract. In addition, 6×9 speaker car packages for every music enthusiast style: audiophiles, bass heads, and casual listeners. Moreover, all have their
preferences in terms of speakers. Along with that, there are excellent options out there. In fact, the sheer number of 6X9 car speakers available can make it challenging to find the optimal combination of performance, sound quality, and value. What is The Best 6×9 Speakers to Buy Generally, users will never achieve the
right kind of bass you can from standard speakers. Moreover, having a loud pair of worn-out speakers doesn’t help at all, or it can be even more distracting when listening to music. Also, speakers may discourage the driver from playing any CDs. Besides, poor sound quality is a vast enough drawback that you’d instead
turn the system off. Additionally, speakers for a factory are usually are less powerful and more limited in performance. In addition, design for an essential listening experience, but they are not something to enjoy. Thus the truth is, however, that no car would win a music competition.” At the same time, however, users are
not required to surrender in-vehicle entertainment. Since parts or the speakers could become worn out, and the quality may be lacking. In conclusion, if you are interested in improving your car audio, you should also invest in the best 6×9 speakers. Why do Speakers Sound Better in a Box Consider your search a bit
further ahead when looking for a new head unit. Is your sound system (speakers in particular) set up to be reinforced? Moreover, do you plan to use a dedicated amplification system (such as in the head unit)? May I ask if you’re planning to add a subwoofer? Would you like a design with GPS/Android Auto/Apple Car
Play? When you search for information about a product and find something, you like. Do your research and read through comments from other customers to learn more about the quality? In short, one other modification I will be making is sound-damping. Moreover, Polyurethane sound deadeners can typically adhere to
the door skin on a vertical or horizontal surface. Also, apply to a sheet or a roll. Conclusion In the end, we are providing you the best 6×9 speakers for bass without amp. You can directly go with it. All the details and features of the speakers are mentioned above. We hope you can get your choice of stereo. For music
lovers, music is an important factor in life. Moreover, while traveling you miss it. A good sound system provides you good music. Most factory-installed car speakers are not good enough. Some people add an external amplifier and a subwoofer to overcome sound system issues. This is a temporary and mismatching
solution. All sound systems mentioned in this article are powerful, work efficiently, and produce a very clear sound. Moreover, these speakers are a better choice to avoid distortion. If you want to upgrade your car audio system within budget then, 6X9 speakers are the best choice for you. 
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